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Connect your Bluetooth enabled Mirka
tool with the myMirka app to see
information about the tool. 

You can measure vibrations, track your
daily vibration exposure and view the
tool's battery level and health.
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Mirka = a dust free workshop

Mirka 2+1 Warranty
Mirka offer a 2-year warranty as standard, with an additional year
given subject to the tool being registered within 30 days of
purchase on the Mirka website or myMirka app. 

Receive an extra year warranty free of charge, and should you need
to use the Mirka Repair Service, the registration will make it an
easier and faster process.



Sanding Doors and Windows

Get a flawless finish with less dust and better
productivity in your manufacturing by using Mirka’s
dust-free solutions. 

Combine Mirka's award winning sanders with Mirka
abrasives to achieve an end-result that will exceed
expectations. 

Door and window frames can be a challenge to sand,
due the difficult shapes and working positions. With
Mirka tools, sanding even trickier parts can be effortless
and efficient.

Sanding Profiles and Contours 

Sanding complex parts can be done more efficiently and effortless by choosing Mirka abrasives. When
sanding profiles, corners, and curved surfaces, for example, ceiling mouldings, door mouldings and floor
mouldings, we recommend using Mirlon Total, depending on the type of surface and depth of contours
you are going to sand. All concave, convex or the most complex shapes take shape with ease.

Sanding Plane Wooden Surfaces and Boards

When using wood in construction and decoration projects, sanding is important. A piece of wooden
furniture, such as a cupboard, needs to look its best, and this is where a high quality sanding process is
crucial. 

A good sanding result is especially important for products where wood grain remains visible in the
finished product, but also if you are planning on applying paint or lacquer. The better the preparation, the
better the result. Mirka offers abrasives and tools to help you achieve a flawless end result, together with
our dust-free solutions which make it possible for you to sand with virtually no dust.

Intermediate Sanding of Paint Coats on Wood

When painting wooden surfaces such as cabinet doors, dining tables or similar, you want to have a
smooth finish when it is time to apply that final coat of paint. 

To ensure this, every layer of paint must be flawless. No matter how careful you are, there is always a risk
for bubbles in the surface, or particles such as dust sticking to the wet paint. 

The solution is to sand the surface between applying coats of primer and paint. With Mirka’s solutions,
intermediate sanding can be fast, easy, and dust-free.

Wood Sanding
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Deos 383CV - 70x198mm Sander,
3mm Orbit

Deros 650CV - 150mm Sander,
5mm Orbit

Deos 353CV - 81x133mm Sander,
3mm Orbit

Deos Delta 663CV-
100x152x152mm Sander

SANDERS

HAND SANDERS

Mirka electric sanders are brushless, powerful, 
lightweight and have low vibration, making them a
popular choice for many woodworkers. When used with
dust-free abrasives and dust extractors, these sanders
enable a flawless dust-free environment.

Hand sanding tools can also be used with a dust extractor
when fitted with the hose for hand sanding blocks.

Dust-free sanding

Deros 350CV - 77mm Sander,
5mm Orbit

ROS2 850CV 200mm Central
Vacuum Sander

Sanding Block for
150mm Grip Discs

Hand Sanding Block
70x198mm - 22 Hole

SKU: KIT001HAND

Hand Sanding Block
70x125mm - 13 Hole

SKU: 8391400111

Mirka File Boards -
70x400mm

RIGID: 8391155111
FLEXIBLE: 8391150111

Roundy Hand Sanding Block Kit

Hose for Hand
Sanding Blocks

SKU: 8391112011 4

SKU: MID6502022AN

SKU: MID3502011AN SKU: 8994850111

SKU: 8390330111

SKU: KIT00ROUND

SKU: MID6630201ANSKU: MID3530201ANSKU: MID3830201AN



By using on-tool dust extraction and pad, dust can
be safely removed from the working surface
without it ending up in the air, on your skin, in your
lungs or on furniture. 

ABRASIVES

Long-lasting 
& fast cutting

Abranet / Abranet Ace

77mm Disc
125mm Disc
150mm Disc
200mm Disc

70x198mm Sheet
81x133mm Sheet

Delta 100x152mm
70mmx10m Roll
115mmx10m Roll

Iridium

150mm Disc
70x400mm Sheet
115x230mm Sheet

Galaxy

77mm Disc
150mm Disc
200mm Disc

70x70mm Roll
81x133mm Sheet
115x230mm Roll

Mirlon Total

150mm Disc

77mm Disc
125mm Disc
150mm Disc

75x533mm
76mmx10m
100x610mm
100x910mm
100mmx10m
150x1220mm

Abralon

Abranet Max
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhRLfk48_kw&ab_channel=MirkaLtd


M 

MOST

POPULAR

L CLASS
L CLASS

M CLASS

DUST EXTRACTION

1025 L PC Dust Extractor
SKU: 8999080111

1230 L PC Dust Extractor
SKU: 8999180111

1230 M AFC Dust Extractor
SKU: 8999228111

Dual Vac Kit
SKU: 8992510311

Dust Extractor Hose - 4m
SKU: MIN6519411

Clean Up Kit
SKU: 8999799111

Fleece Dust Bags for DE 1230
Single: 8999100211-1
5 Pack: 8999100211

Dust Extractor Hose, Sleeve, Cable - 10m
SKU: MIE6515611AN

A cleaner & healthier
workshop

Today, health and safety issues are becoming increasingly important.
Sanders and abrasives are made more and more efficient, with focus
on dust-free applications. 

This development places higher requirements on the dust
extractors. Mirka’s range of dust extractors and accessories meet the
demands of the market and of the health and safety authorities.
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SKU: MIN6533011

Suitable for storing abrasive discs

Modular Trolley Premium
SKU: KITMODTROLL5

Solution Trolley
SKU: 9190129001

Case Inlay for 150mm
Sanding Discs
SKU: 8996535011

ORGANISATION

Mirka has organisation solutions that can significantly
increase productivity in your workshop. Products like
the Solution Trolley, Work Station or Mirka Cases will
protect your abrasives and tools, keeping your
workspace free from clutter.

Get organised

Work Station for DE 1230
SKU: 9190148011

Fastening Accessory for DE 1230
SKU: 8999110411

Case Inlay for Deros/Deos/Deos
Delta Including Lid Pad

SKU: MIE6535011

Standard Case Deep Case Extra Deep Case

SKU: MIN6532011

Suitable for storing sanders
SKU: MIN6535011

Suitable for polishing gear
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www.bestabrasives.com.au

Australia's Authorised
Mirka Importer

Visit our showroom:
Unit 2, 29 Production Avenue, Kogarah NSW 2217

For more information, contact:
info@bestabrasives.com.au

02 8036 8478


